BMICH Guidelines for Activity Organizers
Electrical Safety
1. Stall wiring should be done by using recommended wires gauges, as below.

1/1.13 mmm (1 mm2)

24/0.20 mm2 2 core (2x0.75mm2)

7/0.53 mm TF 2 core (2x1.5mm2)

30/0.25 mm2 3core (3x1.5mm2)

Following Wire gauges are not allowed,

Flat twin 2 core 0.5mm2

2 core 0.5mm2 TT

2. Sub- distribution panels should be equipped with protection devices to eliminate the Electrical
hazard and the panels should be properly located and closed in order to ensure the safety of the
Occupants.
3. Wires should be laid using protective conduits and pathway crossings should be laid by using
ramp conduits to eliminate the electrical hazard and fall hazards.
4. It is recommended to use LED spot lights and avoided halogen as much as possible.
5. Wiring arrangements should be laid in order to ensure the phase balance.
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Use of active flames are not permitted inside the halls.
Highly flammable liquids and gases are not permitted to use or keep inside the halls.
Stall layouts plans should be authorized by the BMICH fire & safety officer prior to the activity.
Existing Firefighting equipment’s should not be barricade in any circumstances without taking
prior approval from the BMICH authorities in writing.
Use of welding machines in-side the halls are not permitted
Emergency fire Exit path should not be barricade
Erection and dismantling of temporary canopies should be done by using personal protective
equipment’s and hazard lines to barricade the area.
Fire vehicles access roads should not barricade.

Waste management
1. BMICH practices the Zero waste strategy to minimize the carbon foot print by its business
activities, therefore, we are highly concern of Non- bio degradable materials such as Polypthine,
Plastics, packing materials, etc.
It is advised all the Event organizers to make aware there customers to prevent taking of any of
these materials as much as possible. If they had then those materials should be taken out side
after the event.
2. Use the color coded waste collection bins.
3. Fabrication of stalls should not be done in the BMICH premises only minor adjustments are
allowed.

